08:30  Registration

09:00  Cambridge Global Challenges
       Alan Blackwell | Director of Research
       Sara Serradas Duarte | Coordinator of Global Challenges Initiative

7 | GLOBAL HEALTH

09:30  Maria Miragaia | Clonal spread and evolution of antibiotic-resistant bacteria: knowledge creation and opportunities in African countries | NOVA-ILQ8
09:40  Helena Pereira de Melo | Research in Africa - FDUINL | NOVA-Law School
09:50  Jorge Mendes | Modelling malaria in Chimoio, Mozambique | NOVA-IMS
10:00  Carla Sousa | Insecticide resistance and control of vector-borne diseases in Africa | NOVA-HMHT
10:10  Teresa Molina | Incentives of community health agents in Guinea-Bissau | NOVA-SBE
10:20  Miguel Vivas | Clonal expansion of tuberculosis across the seas as seen through community of Portuguese speaking countries – TB database: a joint effort to study tuberculosis genetic diversity in Portuguese-speaking countries | NOVA-HMHT
10:30  Ana Abecasis | Genetic diversity and phylogenetics of HIV-1 in Portuguese-speaking African countries | NOVA-HMHT
10:40  Cristina Caroça | Sensorimotor hearing loss: the etiological challenge in Sub-Saharan Africa | NOVA Medical School
10:50  Fátima Nogueira | Malaria outbreak in Cape Verde | NOVA-HMHT
11:00  Discussion | Moderator: Henrique Silva

11:20  Coffee break

8 | TECHNOLOGY & INNOVATION

11:40  Tiago Oliveira | ICT 4D (Information and Communication Technologies for Development): Initiation, Adoption and Value of ICT in African context | NOVA-IMS
11:50  Melanie Male | Leveraging health innovation in Africa: Combining Telemedicine, Nuclear Stewardship and Workforce Capacity Strengthening in Cape Verde | NOVA-HMHT
12:00  Ricardo Jardim Gonçalves | Signal Rail – Serious games for the maintenance of the railway infrastructures: Tunisia and Morocco | NOVA-PCT
12:10  Rute Cardoso | From learning to doing: diffusion of agricultural innovation in Guinea-Bissau | NOVA-SBE
12:20  Paulo Rita | Customer Satisfaction in the hospitality and tourism industry: African context | NOVA-IMS
12:30  Inês Vilhena | Adopting a new development technology: testing the rivalry hypothesis | NOVA-SBE
12:40  Vasco Murtelera Pedrosa | E-Health apps in Sub-Saharan Africa | NOVA-ENSP
12:50  Marco Painho | Remote sensing applications in African examples from Egypt, Senegal, Congo, Angola and Mozambique | NOVA-IMS
13:00  Discussion | Moderator: Marco Painho

13:20  Lunch